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Currents -- Science Journal: The Brain, Your Honor, Will Take the Witness Stand --- Researchers Probe
How the Mind Determines Crime and Punishment, but the Science Isn't Beyond a Reasonable Doubt
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Every courtroom is a laboratory of human nature, where jurists clinically question our memory, behavior, sanity
and sense of responsibility. Exploring the anatomy of justice, though, researchers have started taking testimony
from the brain itself to better understand the origins of a fair verdict.

No one really knows how millions of microscopic brain cells can weigh objective legal notions of right and wrong.
But last month, researchers at Vanderbilt University for the first time identified distinctive strands of neural tissue
active when, like a judge or juror, we think about crime and punishment. In an experiment at the frontier of law
and philosophy, the researchers used a brain scanner to examine the impartial judgments at the heart of our legal
system, recording how brain cells behave when assessing criminal responsibility and meting out sentences.

"We take decision-making for granted, like breathing," says Vanderbilt law professor Owen Jones, who conducted
the experiment with Vanderbilt neuroscientists Rene Marois and Joshua Buckholtz. "If you want a world in which
judicial and jury decisions are fair, unbiased, sensible and reasonable, then we ought to understand a little bit
about how it actually happens."

As a first step, they measured how our brain cells behave as we decide whether to punish someone accused of a
crime when we have no personal stake in enforcement. The researchers tested 16 volunteers in a functional
magnetic resonance imaging machine. The fMRI monitored the blood flow and oxygen demand associated with
neural activity as each subject made two distinct legal judgments about blame and punishment in 50 hypothetical
scenarios ranging from simple theft of a music CD to rape and murder.

No one part of the brain stands in judgment of others, they found. Instead, at least two areas of the brain assess
guilt and assign an appropriate penalty. An area associated with analytical reasoning, called the right dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, became very active, they reported. But the decision process also electrified emotional circuits.

Dr. Marois found so much emotional activity during an impartial legal decision surprising. "This reasoning may not
be so detached. It shattered my preconceived ideas of the legal system," says Dr. Marois. "But for a lawyer,
maybe it doesn't."

To discern any differences in the ability to weigh crime and punishment, Prof. Jones and his colleagues are
scheduled next week to conduct the brain-scanning experiment among a group of inmates diagnosed as
psychopaths, who make up one-fifth of the male inmates in U.S. maximum-security prisons. In June, the
researchers plan to carry out their brain-scanning experiment with state and federal judges who volunteer to have
their decision-making faculties probed.

"We see this as an initial foray into a complicated process," Prof. Jones says. "There is more to thought than
blood flow and oxygen demand."

The findings of the Vanderbilt experiment, published last month in Neuron, are a modest first step in a pioneering
$10 million three-year project organized by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. It's one of
several international efforts to grapple with the legal implications of neuroscience.
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The MacArthur program, overseen by retired Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Conner and directed by
neuroscientist Michael Gazzaniga at the University of California at Santa Barbara, has pulled together 30 brain
experts, legal scholars and philosophers to study how experimental brain findings may alter traditional notions of
guilt, responsibility and choice. They've launched 11 studies designed to come to terms with its potential as
reliable evidence and its broader impact on the law.

So far, neuroscience has delivered few, if any, dependable courtroom insights into criminality. "This is baby
science, first-step science, like genetics in the 1950s," says Dr. Gazzaniga, a member of the President's Council
on Bioethics, which studied the impact of neuroscience evidence in criminal law. "This should be used cautiously
in the courtroom -- if at all."

Even so, experimental neural scans, brain-wave memory probes and other controversial techniques have found
their way into scores of criminal proceedings, where judges usually are left on their own to assess its scientific
validity. "What tends to happen with science is that people get starry-eyed about what it can do for the law," says
University of Pennsylvania law professor Stephen Morse, who sees the potential for misinterpretation. "Then the
train leaves the station heading in the wrong direction."

Last spring, for example, an Indian court found a woman guilty of murder based, in part, on the evidence of guilty
knowledge purportedly revealed by her brain wave oscillations, even though a government panel of scientists had
recommended that the technique should be ignored.

In U.S. courts, the "brain-fingerprinting" evidence from electroencephalography has been admitted as evidence
despite scientific skepticism about its reliability. Two firms now market controversial neural lie detectors based on
magnetic-resonance imaging. Other researchers have reported that tell-tale patterns of neural activity, as
measured by positron emission tomography, can distinguish between premeditated killers and more impulsive
killers. But such findings about the murdering mind have yet to play any pivotal role at a criminal trial.

Even functional brain imaging -- invaluable as a medical research tool since its debut 15 years ago -- can't be
trusted yet as courtroom evidence of an individual's personality traits, truthfulness, bias or criminal intent, experts
say. Nonetheless, fMRI brain scans are showing up as evidence before the U.S Supreme Court.

Although such scans often look like a photograph of a brain at work, they actually are easily manipulated
computer creations resulting from sophisticated signal processing.

"The image that can come out is very dependent on the statistics you use and the colors you pick and the tasks
involved and the inferences you make," says Dartmouth College philosopher Adina Roskies, who is studying how
such brain images may unduly influence legal judgment. "You can get very different images from the same test
depending on what the experimenter does."

Last month, psychologist Harold Pashler at the University of California at San Diego and his colleagues examined
the analytical techniques used in 54 peer-reviewed fMRI brain-scanning studies covering personality traits and
attitudes. They included those emotions that might crop up in a criminal trial, including rejection, anxiety,
romance, fear, erotic stirrings, virtue, humor and happiness. Half the studies relied on statistical measures of
brain activity so poorly analyzed that the findings were worthless, especially when researchers were attempting to
assess individual differences, Dr. Pashler reported in Perspectives on Psychological Science . Yet they all had
been published in prominent scientific journals.

"In the law, individual differences are the main focus," says Dr. Pashler. "And it often could come down to these
voodoo statistics."

More broadly, though, some scholars worry that scientific findings about how brain cells produce behavior will
undermine our views of free will, conscious intent and, ultimately, moral responsibility. Last April, for example,
scientists determined that the brain appears to make up its mind 10 seconds before we become aware we've
made a decision.

"Neuroscience offers a deep look in to how you think, how humans behave and how humans make decisions,"
says Stanford University legal scholar Henry Greely, a co-director of the MacArthur project. "Nothing in
neuroscience will make the idea of criminal responsibility disappear."

---

Robert Lee Hotz shares recommended reading on this topic and responds to reader comments at
WSJ.com/OnlineToday.
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